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A8S1RACT 

th« Oppenheiieer-BriiJkir^-ieramers theory of th« capture of electrons by 

alpha partial« in their passage through «attar ia forosilated in twrna of 

a momentum representation of th« electron«,    For a heavy ion carrying a 

core of electrons, capture is largely into excited states.    Total cross 

sections^ for such ions are estimated assuming hydrogen-like representations 

for the electron in the oaptursd states and treating th« atom from which 

capture takes place by th« Thom&a-Fernd model. 
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1. IMTRODOCtIOK 

The capture of an  electron by an energetio ion in its pass- 

age through air or other material is a collision process in 

which an electron Ju&pe from an atom to & hound state of the 

ion and the difference in energy is absorbed in the translational 

energy of the two heavy particles« Radiative capture can ooour , 

but its proDubility is smaller by a factor of the order of mag- 

nitude of (e2Ao)3 £Z    (1/137)3. 

J. R. Oppenheimer, Phys. Rev. 31, 349 (1928),  J. F. Carlson 

has recently made detailed calculations on the radiative capture 

cross seotion (unpublished). 

An estimate of the capture cross seotion C^T  has recently 

been made by Bohr2. His formula can be written as follows» 

im?    ibi      v 
where aQ is the radius of the saiallest Bohr orbit of hydrogen 

(7Ta* = 0.88 10"16 cm2), vQ « »z/h  s 2.19 10e ea/seo, v is the 

velocity of the ion, i its effective charge number, and Za i* 

the atomic number of the substance through which the ion is pass- 

ing« The formula is to apply for ion velocities for whioh 

2 
N. Bonr (1948) Kgl. Dan. Vid. Sels. 18, 8 (1940). 

Siv0/T<^l,  and is for a stripped particle,   (i z 2,  where Z is the 

atoiuic number of the ion)* 
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- 1 
The Born approximation has been use* by öppenheiaer and 

by Brinkaan and Kramers to calculate the oapture croBB seotion 

of fast alpha particles. The approximation is valid only if 

2va/v<£< 1 and 2ve/v-£<L, \?here va and ve are the orbital veloc- 

ities of the electron in the initial (atomlo) state and in the 

most tightly bound final (ionic) state, respectively. However, 

the results are of so/ne interest for ion velocities below the 

limits of validity of the calculations. 

For a stripped particle of high velocity, the principal 

contribution to the total capture oross section arises from 

oapture into one of the lowest (n s 1} -electronic states of 

the ion, which states are widely separated in energy from the 

excited states« Oapture into all excited states adds only 

twenty per cent to the cross section at high velocities but 

is of greater relative Importance at low velocities, 

A particle carrying a single electron in a Is state has a 

cross section for capture into the remaining Is state whioh 

contains the statistical factor 1/4, because the two electrons 

must form a singlet state of the ion. Since excited states are 

praotioally hydrogen-like, they can be expected to add about 

eighty per cent at high velocities and somewhat more at low 

velocities. 

An  ion carrying a core of more than one electron has states 

for electron oapture all of whioh are usually very degenerate; 

moreover, neighboring energy levels are not greatly distant. 

For these reasons, capture into any particular state is rela- 

tively unimportant. Even at high velocities, the principal 

3 H. 0. Brinkman and H. A* Kramers, Proc. K. Akad. Amst. 33, 

978 (1930), 
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oontributions to the cross section come from excited states. 

Sinoe an electron Is most readily captured when its veloc- 

ity is approximately the ion velocity, the momentum distribution 

of the electrons of the atom from which capture takes place is 

Tery Important in the capture prooess. Thus, inner electrons 

contribute the most to the oross seotion at high ion velocities 

and outer electrons the most «.t low velocities. 

In this paper the Born approximation Is used to study the 

capture oross seotion of high-velocity ions. Because the masses 

of the ion and atom are very large oompared to the eleotron mass, 

the atom is considered as stationary and the velocity of the ion 

regarded as unchanged in the oolliaion prooess. The transition 

probability is calculated by the method of iiapaot parameters 
4 

without requiring conservation of energy • A momentum represen- 

Gompare reference 3» 

tation is used for the eleotrons, which simplifies the calcula- 

tions and makes possible a simple Thomas-Fermi treatment of the 

atomic eleotrons* 
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2.  FIRST BOEK APPROXIMATION 

Tli« capture cross section is 

«bar« b is the impact parameter (b.T s 0} r is the ioa Telocity), 

and o is the probability amplitude of a final state corresponding 

to capture. In the initial state the ion is approaching the 

neutral atom. Its Coulomb flsld (energy terns -ie2/R in the 

Hamiltonian for each atonic electron, where ie is the net, or 

effeotiTe, charge of the ion and R the distanee fron the ioa to 

the electron) affects the electrons of the atoa. Possible final 

states in the collision correspond to no change* excitation of 

the ion, further ionization, excitation of the atom, Ionisation 

of the atom without capture, and ionization of the atoa with 

capture by the ion* 

In the Born approximation, the deformation of the wave 

functions during iapaot is neglected. The wave functions ere 

assumed to be nearly orthogonal and all transition probabilities 

are assumed to be small. 

If a Hartree model is used, it is sufficient to consider 

the electrons separately and introduoe statistical factors where 

necessary. The probability amplitude then is 

In this foraula ]£ (?) and T)£ (R*) are solutions of the Sohrodinger 

equation for the electron when bound with energies s^ and S^ to 

the atom and ion, respectively. 
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A transformation to a Momentum representation is convenient 

because R contains the time« The following two functions are 

Introducedj ; f? ?» 

Using iT» 7+ b~- vt, the expression for the probability ampli- 

tude becomes      #      t* /Z*7) 

where £ Is the Dirac delta function and p.. Is the component 

of p7 parallel to ~v.   In this approximation only electrons for 

which this component is -jri*v +-fri^*" %) ~ -^M  can undergo 

capture. 

On substitution in (1} there results 

where the summation Is to be carried out over the occupied states 

of the atom and the unoccupied states of the ion, each with the 

factors required by the Hartree model. It is to be noted that 

a relation which greatly simplifies the calculations. 

Zt is interesting to examine (6) for low ion velocities, 

fhe principal contributions arise from the maxima of the momentum 

distributions, since in general these occur near the origin of 
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the corresponding momentum space, (6) Is large for velocities 

such that -ffrV •£" I £*-£:/     . Hence for a specified pair of 

states, capture as given toy (6) is most probable at low veloci- 

ties if there is no change in energy of binding and is most 

probable near that orbital velocity which is the larger if the 

energy of binding of one state is considerably larger than that 

of the other. 

Cross sections as given by (6) are probably too large be- 

cause of the error introduced in assuming the amplitude of the 

initial state to be unity during the collision, for a reduced 

amplitude for the initial state tends to reduce transition prob- 

abilities . Distortions of the momentum distributions to be 

found in diatomic and polyatomic gases, and in liquids and solids, 

due to interatomic forces are neglected since they are important 

only at loir velocities, for which calculations have limited 

validity in the first Born approximation. 
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3.  CENTitaL FIELDS 

In the central field approximation for the atom and the ion, 

4L (?)" &* M <§L MI* (*) 3 
1;(?)   = 4fcf'<>)££.'M I^t*')      3 

in which the seeond and third faotors are the usual normalized 

polar and aziauthal ware functions, respectively, and the flret 

faotors are related to the normalized radial ware function» 

H A.» (r) an(1 fi^'»/ (ß) through the formulae 

C8) 

Hhe first four polar functions are ßao (**.) ± ~^~ @ (^.) z )/% .^. 

The capture cross section as given by (6) then beoomes 

t" 
where L 

and the »'.saaation is over nlm of the atom and n«!*»* of the ion 

with appropriate factors« 

6i) 
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4. PARTICULAR SBATJES WITH HTüttOÖM-LIKg REPHt'SSHTATIOHS 

The momentum functions of (9) are easily calculated for 

hydrogen-like states by using the generating funotions for the 

associated Layuerre functions t.M for the Gegenbauer funotions 

f,(x.J    • The results are 

5 Compare B. fodolsky and L. Pauling, Fhys. Rev. 34, 109 (1929). 

where * = |^^ ^- ^ ^ ^. X ^ /'.  ^ # 

The energies are £n   = -<f**)/2m     £„, = - («'V/h.^  flr8t 

three Gegenbauer funotions are Q'(x.) = /    &'(%) = £K   d* fa) -/ 

The capture cross section into a state n'l'm* of the ion 

from a state nlm of the atom ia 

CO v » * 

In this expression J^ = ^L/fi—J  and |£, = j   As*/  1  are the root 

mean square velocities of the electron In its hydrogen-Ilk» orbits 

in the atom and ion, respectively. Other quantities are 
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The equation (13) gives the following expression* for t fee 

oaptur* lato la, 2s, and 2p states of a stripped ion.of. atoxic 

charge Z from a Is state of an atoa with efffectiv* auelaar 

charge Z a; 

„., ,      . ,A fin. Ve/,   w:'i^       (ISJ 

rv y/.'  •'■' -zA * 

where  Va.» ^V/fc  and    ^ = Z ^ 

The formula given above for capture into a la state was first 

derived by Brinkjsan and Kramers , replacing a less 
*       •      accurate 

formula of Oppenheimer1. The formulas for oapture into 2p 

states were first derived by Saha and Bazu°. 

6 ». N. Saha and D. Bazu, Ind. J. Phys. 19, 121 (1945). 
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Ifcr T/tTa» 1, the Brinhman-Iraners formula becomes 

In this limit, crt (lOOjlOO)  is smaller than TJIOOJIOO) by a 

faotor 1/8; (Tc(S10;100) differs fro« ths Briakman-Kramera 

»ferlmeats with alpha particles In hydrogen* lead to the 

J. 0. Jaoobsen, Nature 117. 896 (1926), Phil. Ma«. 10, 410 

(1930). 

conclusion that tha mean free path at KTP Is graatar than 20 om 

at a Telocity of 17.5 108 om/aeo. Eines there are 5.37 1019 

atoms/cm3 at NTP, the oapture oross section is less than 0.93 

10"21 cm* at this velooity. Thus «1/TT SQV 1.1 lo"6 for r/(e2/h) s 8. 

The Brinxman-KraaerB formula gives l.S 10"5 for this ratio, in 

better agreement with experiment than (Id), whioh girea 2.4 lo"5. 

Capture into exolted states adds at least twaatj par sent to 

these numbers« 

It is to be expeeted that the equations (18) give some Indi- 

cation of the oapturs prossss at low velocities. If va=£v#, the 

Brinkman-Kramars formula haa a maximam slightly balo« ▼ = |va - vc | ■ 

and tends to «era as T . If TA S ▼.» It has no maximum and 

bseemaa infinite as I/»1, By «** •* Ulmatratla». earves «sing 

these formulas for alpha partlalaa in atomic hydrogen are shorn« 

In 71«. 1. Tha daahad surras are fay oapture lnta particular 
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two-quantum (u* s 8) states. The totel cross section for 

capture into two-quantum states is given by curve n* s 2. 

Also plotted are curves for capture into all states having 

principal quantum numbers 3, 4, etc., calculated from (£3) 

below, and the total cross section for oapture into any state 

of the ion (top curve)« since the energy of the two-quantum 

states of He* is the same as the energy of the ground state 

of H, the two-quantum states give the prinoipal contribution 

to the total cross section, except at very high velocities, 

where capture into the ground state of He "^predominates. 
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8. TOTAL CROSS SÄCTIOK FOR CAPTORS INTO HIDROOEN-LIKE STATES 

AS long as tli* exclusion principle does not Interfere, 

the sum over m* in (10) is given by the addition theorem 

If la addition the states of the ion are hydrogen-like, the 

sua over 1» is given by the seoond addition theorem 

rüieref©re, using (la), 

5- IQ    (?)!*<=)*  fA'J-      *"«V#3 
i'f 

The total oross seotion for capture into any state of the 

ion is, in the central field approximation, the sum of contri- 

butions for capture into the unoeoupied sheila of the ion: 

If the shell n* is completely unoooupied and if a hydrogen-like 

representation for these states is valid, the us* of (19) gives 

where „„ ,= *%,*-, /„ - \v+- ±(EU€ + *£?), ^ ^  t 

and the euaaation is over the nla states of the atom with 

appropriate factors« 
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lia«« f«wr * in «tat« 

becomes for an &tOA with 0 single 1« electron 

" "(.0 

which «ice fallows from the first of equation« (14) on replaeln« 

2 by 1 and ▼. by v ,. for large Ion faloaiti©* (a&3} depends 

on 8* a& !/»'**• since 2f_^73 * l.aoa «nd since eepture la prin- 

cipally ftvrn Is states at hiflfr velocities (although other «tates 

have this general behavior also), capture Into excited states 

add twenty per cent to the cross section for completely stripped 

ions of high velocity, os has been observed by oppenheimer. 
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6.    HARTSEE TREATMENT OF THE ATOM 

For atoms with »any electrons it la proposed to use simply 

?~A¥).C% 
If (a£ + 0! 

i—.... w (r+o e.+z 

as the atofflio radial momentum function«. In this expression 

°<*A* 1^1*^)    and ^= t/dti   I Slater's effective charge6 

is used to oaloulate <*. Siaco these functions have the prop- 

erty that J ^ f^c (i>)\ ~  (tffi)*', it is consistent to take for 

the energy Slater's value £ ^ = — £w /a™ . 

J. C. Slater, phye. Rev. 36, 57 (1930). For atomic nitrogen, 

2ft is 6.7 for the K shell ana 3.9 for the L shsll. 

The corresponding spaoe functions are 

Vx 

R,, W = ^ 
yllt-3 

&( 

L 

ifhioh differ from Slater1s functions in that they have a hydrogen- 

like form for small r rather than fo^- large r ( the normalisation 

affects the magnitude in both oases)« The Slater funotions give 

reasonable values for sizes of atoms and ions bat not always 

reasonable values for the average momentum« In the problem at 

hand the latter Is of prime importance. 

cn combining (24) with (19), there is obtained for the 

cross section for capture of a particular eleotron in an atonic 

state nla into any unoccupied shell of the ion with principal 

quantum number n' 
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where 

The integration 1B easily oarried out for particular values of 

Im. 

Equation (26) has been used to calculate capture cross 

sections for alpha particles in nitrogen. Since the ground 
2 2 3 4 

state of atomic nitrogen is Is 2s 2p  3, the three 2p elec- 

trons have a = -1, 0t fl, Henoe 

In Fig. 2 are plotted cross sections for capture into the ground 

state only (n* =1) of He*- and the total cross section (top 

ourve).  The curves for tho Is and 2s electrons are essentially 

the same «a curves given by Brinkman and Kramers . However these 

authors omitted contributions from the 2p electrons on the 

ground that contributions from p electrons are negligible. Suoh 

ia not the case for v/ve below 5 (ve = 2e
2A) •  In fact below 

about 4.2 the formula for 2pS electrons contributes more than the 

formula for the 2s electrons, and below about 3,2 it contributes 

2 more than tne formula for the la electrons. Contributions of 

exoited states to the various cross sections are given in Table 1. 

Excited states contribute to the total cross section a maximum 

of about 60 per cent at slightly below v/ve s 2. This maximum 

comes from the 2p electrons. Also shown in Fig. 2 are some 

(2l) 
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9 10 
points from measurements by Hutherford and Jacobsen . Calcu- 

lated cross sections are larger by a rather big factor over 

the entire velocity range, the greatest difference being at 

low velocities, as expected. 

E. Rutherford, Phil. Kag. 47, 277 (1924)j data from alpha 

particles in ,,.ioa and in air, which substances seem to have 

similar characteristics* 

J. C. Jacobsen; points shown ere for air and are those given 

by Brintaaan and Kramers, loo. oit. 
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7.  ESTIMATES FOR HEAVY IONS 

A simplified expression is obtained from (81) by supposing 

states of the atom with the same principal quantum number to be 

degenerate, mlth F^j*-/n^yCz,  replacing the sum of 

over a eomplete shell Vtjt/*'-fi:£ r -""/v  » *nd approximating 

the sum over n with integral f ^  2-S. e\        ,    The result is 

\fa(r)/2&}~,M 

— « JU.V    ■ —-^  —3: 

where (2^ ^  is an appropriate average of the oube of the 

effective nuolear oharge and 

is an integral which approaches unity for large values of its 

argument. If Slater's values are used and a simple average 

» {'Z'*'4fy- = /*t- G>~ö3j3for nitrogen. This factor provides a 

crude explanation for Jaoobsen's obserration10 that the mean free 

path for capture of. alpha partiolea is more than one hundred 

times greater in hydrogen than in air.        ^ 

If in (20) the sum over n» is replaced by J ^^'"TT"","»- jF 

there is obtained 

taken.   *. jfay 

£_   -if    J, &/£)*±- [^ -J±)-f^r.JC   _^e j 

in which 7      . 
a     frJ.  ^*  __£_L    r J*     1 

is an expression which also approaches unity for large values 

of its argument« 

H 
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8.  STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF THS ATOM 

In a Thomas-Fermi treatment of the atom, /^«.(^O/ in (6) 

ie replaced by NfpjtAAf^  , whioh i6 the number of eleetrons 

in the energy range t^        to f^t&b^     having momenta In unit 

range about f>      ,  and the ßura over the oooupi«d states of the 

atom is raplaoed by an integral over the energy of the electron«. 

This procedure yield» 

where the summation is now only over the unoccupied states of 

the ion. 

To oaloulttte j/(2 t'A *  !•* }-(x)   bt tb* «lsotrostatio potential 

in the atom. The number of electrons in the rang« dr dp is 

%lir\x<k>y&fi/(x\TVf  •  Sinoe /r^i^-Oft)» these bars energies la 

the range JLf  - -c Jfo<4\•  ^a0» 

H{f>Ej-- *ff*Y-i&)/£«-*)> G*) 
where a la a function of e/ - jfc, (ft x-*-** £+.) 

On performing the energy integration 

If (19) is used, the summation of /f;(ß-*«v)l in  in (32) over « 

oomplete set of unoeoupied states with principal quantum number 

n* gives     x  „      i 

Therefore for capture into such a group of states, 

o 
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ln this expression the second integration is transfer««! into an 

integration over fL • After the order of integration Is interchanged, 

the integration over |°u is simple. If Vy Vn , the result is 

there 2*,«%{*'Mm **V + L^O2^- ^ 3*. 

Ute Fermi charge function cP(%) is introduced by writing 

A^OA'TC, ey.w= io£l_    cPfa**; 
7 a/3' >~~" * 

(37) 

in which  <*- = ^/JJ^ j   l£i>        is the Fermi length and 

A'= Zcg1- /w ^*      is a» energy parameter. 

In terns of these quantities, 

«here   ( y > o ) 

Ihe fornula (35) reduces to (88) on replacing Cftß'%)      hy C"2!/^ /^. 

Moreover, I(y Jt>) = I<j) and 1(^(3')      approaches I y   for  tj >>Y/*' . 
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IT, as In (30, the mm over n* is wplaeed. by an iate«r*l» th«r* 

Is obtained 

K ~lvT  f'1*   lJ   W   *"    '    (w) 

a f«ir values of the parameters 4n Tab!« 2. 
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Table E. numerical value« of I(y,A')  and Kfy.ß). 

y     v/2v     l(y,0)      l(y,5) I(y,10)      I(y,20) K(y,0)     K(y,5) K{y,10)    K(y,20 

1      1.20      0.056        0.0044 0.0018 0.00066 0.107 0.0076 0.0026 C.00086 

£      2.12      0.39 0.077 0.040 0.0175 0.48 0.094 0.046 0.0197 

3 3.06      0.65 0.26 0.14 0.068 0.78 0.28 0.15 0.071 

4 4.06      0.78 0.49 0.85 0.141 0.81 0.47 0.26 0.14 
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